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bystander is a possible
insurgent, every gesture
a secret signal, and
every mobile phone a
possible link to a
remote-controlled IED. 

There is little respite
from this tension, which
Bigelow sustains with a
hand-held camera that
restlessly travels across
the landscape and
jagged editing that
creates a sense of

paranoia and fear driven frenzy. Her
collaboration with a war
correspondent enables her to tell the
soldiers’ stories in sparse, reportorial
terms — there are no big budget
special effects or elaborate plot-lines.

And in her unwavering focus on
the soldiers and their varied

responses to the war, Bigelow
chooses not to examine the
absurdity of war or issues of
morality. Instead her film

brings out the futility and
cruelty of conflict by
etching out the ways in
which those who have
no choice but to be a
part of the war adapt to
their hellish

environment. And
though she has returned to the
big screen after a seven-year-
long absence (her last
production was the poorly
received K 19: The Widow-Maker
in 2002), The Hurt Locker proves

that the wait was worth it. ■
—Sanam Maher
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THE HURT LOCKER  
Starring: Jeremy Renner,
Anthony Mackie, Brian
Geraghty, Guy Pearce, Ralph
Fiennes, Evangeline Lilly,
Christopher Sayegh and
Christian Camargo
Directed by Kathryn Bigelow

Hurt locker is a
phrase that refers to
the physical trauma

of being in repeated close
proximity to explosions.
Based on Mark Boal’s
experience as an embedded
journalist accompanying a
bomb disposal unit in Iraq, independent auteur Bigelow’s film captures
the meaning of the phrase perfectly.

Soldiers J.T. Sanborn (Mackie) and Owen Eldridge (Geraghty) are
counting down the days (38 to be exact) until they can clock out and get
home in one piece. But the plan seems to go awry when Sergeant William
James (Renner), a wild card even to his superiors, joins as the team
leader. He is a man who is unhappy when ensconced in domestic
routines at home in America with his wife (Lilly) and child, and
instead comes alive when battling against time and death to defuse
bombs. Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist Chris Hedges claims that
“the rush of battle is often a potent and lethal addiction” (words
with which the film opens), and it is this thrill that drives James
and that Bigelow captures perfectly — so much so that
Sanborn and Eldridge seriously contemplate killing their
leader to escape the nail-biting paces he puts them through.

Bigelow has a weighty subject on her hands but she wastes
no time with mealy-mouthed politicians, oil-greedy
corporations or grieving families. Her camera stays focused
on the soldiers and their direct, no holds barred experience of
the war — more specifically, the frenetic and draining work of
bomb disposal units, who are often called in 15 to 20 times a day to
venture into areas that the average soldier avoids. In a cat and
mouse game between American soldiers and hajjis (soldier slang
for Iraqis), the latter create complicated improvised explosive
devices (IED) and chain these to the bodies of Houdini-like suicide
bombers with unbreakable locks, once even using a 12-year-old
boy who dies while the bomb is being inserted into his
stomach. No wonder, then, that for these soldiers every


